Oracle Health Sciences Data Management Workbench (DMW)

Real-Time Access to Complete and Trustworthy Trial Data to Make Critical Decisions Quickly

**Optimize Clinical Data Management**

- Make global trial set-up and implementation easy with reusable workflows.
- Enable consistent, deep data cleansing with consolidation of data sources.

With advanced data processing, **DMW** quickly delivers high-quality data with actionable insights.

**Advance Clinical Trial Operations**

- Perform analysis earlier. Spot trends and anomalies. Take corrective action sooner.
- Increase quality while minimizing manual processes with automated workflows and advanced data acquisition/ transformation/cleansing.

**Streamline Clinical Trial Development**

- Build and reuse custom and standardized data models to streamline cleansing and transformation
- Simplify integration with data providers, such as CROs and central labs.

DMW's single solution environment enables better data integration and facilitates easy adoption of industry standards.

**Enrich BioStats**

- Deliver validated data to biostats faster and easier.
- Develop biostatistical analyses with clean, structure-ready, delivered data.

**Oracle Health Sciences Data Management Workbench (DMW)**

The industry’s only, true, end-to-end, clinical data management solution for data cleansing, integration and analysis.
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